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MISSION

T. Lang Dance is a poetic expression 
of dance, which illustrates deep 
emotion and relevant issues facing 
women. Through the vehicle of modern 
dance, T. Lang Dance creates a 
world that exposes and then reflects 
upon instances of sexism and gender 
expectations. T. Lang Dance creates 
works that deal with these situations 
in a un-clichéd manner. The works are 
truly a reflection of the artistic 
director’s life experiences, 
daydreams and inquisitive spirit. 
T. Lang Dance communicates 
perspectives with a dance of humor, 
depth, and a movement style that 
captures the attention of the viewer 
with its intense physicality, 
technical range and emotional 
viability.
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BIO

T. Lang is a native of Chicago and former dancer with the New York City’s Metropolitan Opera, Marlies Yearby’s Movin Spirit Dance 
Theater and Nia Love’s Blacksmith Daughter Dance Theater. T. Lang established her now Atlanta base company, in 2006 in New York 
City. Since then, she has been creating a singular body of work that has accumulated critical acclaim. 

T. Lang’s works have been presented throughout numerous venues which include The Kennedy Center, The Alliance Theater, The Goat 
Farm Arts Center, Southwest Arts Center, Dance Space Project at St. Mark’s Church and Movement Research at Dance Theater Workshop, 
Wave Rising Festival, P.S. 122, DUMBO Dance Festival, Dance New Amsterdam, Cool New York Dance Festival, Reverb Festival, Fertile 
Ground, Throw, The Flea, WAX and Dixon Place.

Recently, T. Lang’s newest work 
M O T H E R/ M U T H A was 
presented at Atlanta’s Goat 
Farm Arts Center in June 2012. 
This story examines the origin 
of objectifying women, some 
known, but seldom examined so 
vividly through dance.  The 
community and press such as 
Creative Loafing and Arts America 
etc., have called this work 
an “unsettling genius” and 
“powerfully thought provoking … 
and masterfully blended work”.   
Also, Kenneth Green’s Creative 
Eye Endeavors Production, 
commissioned T. Lang, to create 
a work, in collaboration with 
grammy award winning artists 
Sweet Honey in the Rock that 
celebrates the life and essence 
of the 4 Little Girls of the 
16th street Baptist Church 
bombing in Birmingham, Alambama. 
This work, 4 Little Girls, was 
presented at Constitutional Hall 
for the Martin Luther King, Jr.- 
A Monumental Life Gala Concert 
during the historic unveiling of 
the King Monument in Washington, 
D. C in August 26, 2011. 

In addition to leading her own company, T. Lang is 
an Assistant Professor in Dance and Director of 
Spelman Dance Theatre at Spelman College. T. Lang 
is faculty for Atlanta’s esteemed choreographer 
and artistic director, George Staib’s, Staibdance 
Summer Intensive in Sorrento, Italy – www.
staibdance.com. Lang holds a Bachelor in Fine 
Arts in performance and choreography from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign 
and a Masters in Fine Arts in performance and 
choreography at New York University’s Tisch School 
of the Arts.
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Off Main, Veer Left - is based on PUSH, the 
brutal and redemptive novel by Sapphire. This work 
investigates the physical and emotional trauma of 
victims of sexual abuse. Going against the stigma 
of keeping abuse secret this piece goes off the 
main road and takes a turn towards revealing the 
truth. Though OFF MAIN, Veer Left is a dark, somber 
work, the fast-paced, guttural movement attempts to 
physicalize the emotions of the novel’s characters 
through both abstraction and literal movement. This 
piece is danced by 5 dancers and is set against a 
typical living room/den atmosphere.

REPERTORY 

Mother/ Mutha - delves deep into the complexities of American history. Stripping away the veil of shame, Mother/ Mutha reveals the 
raw emotion and endurance of African women who were forced against their will to breed slaves. This work research literature of the 
courageous Harriet Jacobs, the sinister Willie Lynch, and the images of the audacious Kara Walker to reveal the unspoken pain and 
fortitude of the atrocious act of capitalism and power and the haunting affects on the families. This story, masterfully blended, 
thoroughly examines the origin of objectifying African American women, some known to us all, but seldom examined so vividly and 
honestly through the lens of dance. 
 
JIG - Puzzle-lovers will sit for hours in front of a box of hundreds of pieces. When separate, the pieces have no meaning. But the 
puzzler will not rest until all the edges, angular or smooth, fit in a way that makes sense and the larger picture is understood. 
JIG explores the puzzling effect of relationships; one cannot see at a glance whether an angle or a curve will match… but when they 
do, beauty is revealed. Through the juxtaposition of linear and curved movement (as well as energy, space, and time), JIG explores 
intimacy in all its brilliance and tragedy.
 
Weeee Play - Since it’s inception in 2010, Weeee Play has been requested to be restaged by university’s dance departments dance 
productions due its insightful vision, performed by 17 dancers. A driving sound score by and exuberant movement arrangement make 
an absolute must see.  T. Lang creates a fascinating creative comparison for the journey of life’s successes with popular 21st 
century video games directions like Wii Play. The resulting choreography is physical and urgent, yet intensely thought provoking and 
universal.

Green Pasture - Light has origin.. turn a switch on and watch it play with matter and gravity. Light is radiant energy, 
transforming and swallowing empty space. “green pasture” takes the audience on a luminescent journey using the visceral and complex 
movements of T. Lang’s contemporary modern dance. Set to the music scores of Aphex Twin and Venetian Snares, “Green Pasture” forms an 
aura of constant, recycled natural light and heat and fills the environment with positive energy for all to enjoy.
 
Shared - is a contemporary modern dance and visual installation. This work features a man and a woman in an uncloaked view of their 
relationship in the midst of despair and disrepair due to their outside affairs. Two mediums uniquely capture the story: a live 
action dance performance and video. As a silent tool (silent film style); the video exposes moments of their affairs in unison with 
the live dance performance. This duet is raw, filled with technical athleticism and honest emotions, while the video installation 
offers a chillingly revealing backdrop.
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RESIDENCY AND OUTREACH

T. Lang Dance SWEATSHOP 

A week long dance intensive for pre-
professionals and professionals 
entering and in the field of concert 
dance. T. Lang’s SWEATSHOP SUMMER DANCE 
INTENSIVE, provides the opportunity for 
the dancing professionals to hone their 
progressive physicality in contemporary 
modern at an affordable rate. T. Lang’s 
SWEATSHOP SUMMER DANCE INTENSIVE 
explores the mechanics, journey and 
process of new experimental movement in 
urban contemporary modern.

Technique Class

Drawing from sophisticated contemporary 
modern technique this class blends 
urban movement forming a unique 
style and approach. Focusing on 
core strength, velocity along with 
suppleness this class applies from 
repertory, improvisation, and personal 
experiences allowing the dancer to 
demonstrate complex movement sequences 
with intelligence and artistic 
expression.

Mother/Mutha/Mama/Madame/Madear 
and Daughter Workshop

An educational dance workshop for 
young girls and their mothers that 
generate conversations and celebrates 
body images: self-awareness, self-
love and self-respect. T. Lang’s work 
Mother/Mutha, tours with this community 
outreach workshop that informs and 
explores the connections of social 
dances from the 60’s to today with 
traditional African dances, danced by 
tribal Queens and Kings. 
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PRESS QUOTES

“T. Lang’s Mother/Mutha is the most 
mystifying and hypnotic piece of dance 
theater I’ve seen in a LONG time.”  

- Jereh Brenon, Atlanta Arts Blogger

“I was thankfully reminded that even 
though a demand for soulless stunts, 
gimmicks, and acrobatics has seemingly 
rendered the state of dance highly 
questionable, there are still artists 
with something raw and poignant to 
say. I feel enriched and further 
educated....and thus should be (in my 
opinion) the intention of good art 
toward its patrons. Thank you T Lang 
- You have spoken loudly....and I am 
compelled to listen.” 

– Gordon Neil, Atlanta Arts Blogger

“T. Lang Dance - Powerful... Brave.... 
Artistically beautiful... Phenomenal 
dance ability .... Gorgeous dancers... 
Fully committed expression of 
emotion for each and every dancer... 
Academia meets in your face artistic 
expression... You take a breath with 
every dancer... The piercing sting 
of the truth wrapped in talented 
choreography and courageously honest 
moments of poise beauty and pain... 
It was an honor to watch a group of 
artists pay homage to the journey of 
various types of historical, emotional 
female experiences through dancers who 
have given beauty a new name.” 

– Anna Harris Parris, Atlanta Arts 
Blogger

“It’s not pretty. It’s gritty and 
poignant and raw…Choreographer T Lang 
also confronts us with how pervasive 
the objectification and mistreatment 
of women still is in our modern 
culture. We must change this dynamic. 
We must respect our women: our life-
bringers, our nurturers, our mothers, 
our sisters, our daughters, ourselves. 
We must change our language. We must 
understand the words that we use and 
what they imply. This is vitally 
important and timely work by an 
undeniable visionary choreographer.” 

–Joy Peace, Atlanta Arts Blogger

“The finale of the show was a new work 
named “Wii Play” by choreographer 
extraordinaire T. Lang…dancers are 
strong, determined and engaged and 
attacked this piece with a vengeance. 
Structurally speaking the piece kept 
unfolding into new sections breathing a 
fresh breath into the dance with each 
new phrase. There was a long bench 
spanning the entire back of the stage 
which served as a launching point for 
much of the dance and which T. Lang 
used quite creatively using it as a 
backdrop for movement as dance phrases 
were performe downstage. “Wii Play” 
ended with an explosion of energy and 
color that personally drew me to the 
edge of my seat then propelled me to my 
feet with applause.” 

–Bcarr[Works], Atlanta Arts Blogger

“Not only was Mother/Mutha a mockery 
of stereotypes and the female as an 
object, it was a full commentary of 
what needs to be changed…The language 
of the dance was suggestive, hard 
hitting, and, in the end, the only 
thing that mattered. The extras, 
projections, sound, and imagery were 
the putty that held the mixture of 
elegant lines, extensions, and carnal 
grinds together.” 

–Burnaway, Atlanta Online Arts Magazine

“T. Lang’s New ‘Mother/Mutha’ Has an 
Unsettling Genesis” 

– Arts America, Online Arts Magazine
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EXAMINER.COM

Are you a MOTHER or a MUTHA? T. Lang Dance Presents: MOTHER/MUTHA

June 8, 2012 By: Lauren Brown Jarvis

Audio begins. The sound of a whip lashing thrusts between a faintly audible question, what lies between? The smell of freshly oiled 
bodies drifts from the stage. Quivering bodies. Do they quiver out of fear? Nervousness? Shame? Revulsion?

What do you do when your body is not your own? How does your mind react as you wonder when will it end?

What happens when no ones hears you scream? If a woman screams out in the dark of night and no one hears her, does she really make a 
sound?

Last night’s world premier of MOTHER/MUTHA presented by T. Lang Dance explored these questions and generated more as the audience 
traveled inside the thoughts and emotions of enslaved women forced to breed.

On stage, the T. Lang Dancers deftly explored the psyche of women whose bodies were viewed by their owners as public spaces. Violence 
was a regular part of the lives of women held captive during slavery as they lacked any means of preventing the abuse. Through dance 
MOTHER/MUTHA juxtaposed the devastating encounters of enslaved women with the ways women today are viewed as sexual objects.

Performances of MOTHER/MUTHA continue tonight through June 9th at the Goat Farm in West 
Atlanta. The selection of such a raw, rustic setting must have been intentional as it 
certainly transported the audience closer to the scene of where enslaved foremothers endured 
horrendous brutality.

Whether your lineage included enslaved persons or not, women all over the globe have been 
subjected to some form of sexual violence. In the American narrative, it played out most 
notably during the slave experience where women were raped, by slave owners, overseers, or 
other males in the community as their bodies were required to replenish the master’s supply 
of slaves.

Rape– brutal, devastating. The word has sadly become a benign utterance in our reckless 
American lexicon. Still, MOTHER/MUTHA and the T. Lang dancers made rape as it exists in our 
past and our present dauntingly real.

One powerful moment of the performance, (as there were many), involved dancers attempting 
to run away, scrambling to escape painful moments of cruelty, only to be dragged back once 
again. The reality of repetition was remarkably conveyed by the T. Lang dancers, prompting 
the question of how many times can you run and if you do, can you ever really get away?

Forced breeding. Was it really necessary? MOTHER/MUTHA dancers showed both the viciousness 
and the voyeuristic nature of how not just enslaved women were treated but all women. New 
Question. How much of the rape of women was for breeding or for the masters’ entertainment?

After vividly emoting the internal experiences of women made to breed against their wills, 
MOTHER/MUTHA then examined why Mothers would allow the precious bodies of their daughters 
to become public spaces? Scenes of young girls being weaved, spray tanned and drenched in 
excessive makeup to perform sexualized acts in pageants begat another question. After what 
women have overcome, what mother could subject a child to such overt voyeurism? Have you the 
mother, now become the mutha?

The answer is unquestionably waiting for you at tonight or tomorrow’s performances of MOTHER/
MUTHA. 

Tickets are still available by clicking here.
Goat Farm, 1200 Foster St, 30318 West Atlanta
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BURNAWAY

T. Lang Dance Company Challenges a Woman’s 
Worth in Mother/Mutha

Written By Caroline Huftalen on June 15, 2012 in 
Dance, Reviews 

It started with a not uncommon conversation: What’s 
your favorite curse word? Family members and friends 
went around in a circle and proclaimed the usual 
shits, damns, and bitches to laughter and nodding. 
But when motherfucker was proudly exclaimed, the 
energy shifted. An uncle (who, conveniently, is also 
a professor) took a moment to drop a little bit of 
knowledge about the history behind this beloved 
curse.

“It’s not enough that we have this tainted history of 
slavery, but then to find out that there were breeding 
plantations,” said T. Lang, artistic director of T. 
Lang Dance Company, during my interview with her 
for last week’s ARTSpeak. “He told us that at these 
plantations the owners would seek out men and women 
from the Mandingo tribe, because of their size and 
stature. It did not matter if these slaves were blood 
relations.” This left-out-of-the-textbooks history 
lesson ended with the inspiration for Mother/Mutha, a 
powerful display of movement that will continue the 
conversation her uncle began. The dance performance 
debuted at The Goat Farm Arts Center’s Goodson Yard 
on Thursday, June 7, 2012, to a sold-out crowd.

The mixture of old and new, historical and modern, 
was intertwined from location to content. As the sun 
set through the old factory windows and shed light 
on the projection screen, the sound of auctioneers, 
whips, and voice-overs set the tone. Stone faced, 
bright red, glitter-lipped dancers (Jacquelle 
Blythe, Stefanie Boettle, Dawn Axam, Crystal Bogan, 
Trina Bordere, Morgan Hawkins, Deborah Hughes, and 
Nicole Kedaroe) walked single file onto the stage as 
if readying for sale. Wearing all nude tones, the 
dancers began and crossed the floor with movements 
depicting the historical aspects of this performance.

Kara Walker’s influence through her silhouettes was clear. The physicality was 
controlled but fluid from their fingers to their toes. The splaying of their digits 
and the exaggerated arched backs portrayed an antebellum portrait with a new-age 
edge. The facial expressions made the audience aware of struggle, kindness, and 
camaraderie and sometimes ended with over-pursed kissy faces—thus furthering the 
understanding of this battle to be more than an image, more than a body, more 
than just a doll.

Hard labor and endurance, both physical and mental, was evident throughout. 
But the images that lasted each section of the hour-length work were of forced 
sexuality. Whether it was the rape of slave owners or the perverse images from 
rap videos, the message was clear: the standards that have been set for a woman’s 
worth, historically and in our current times, are no longer accepted. Women are 
turning the tables.

Part of the power of this thought-provoking work comes from the sisterhood 
resulting from this ongoing struggle. As a woman, even though I am a white woman, 
I am conscious of the inequality and constant sexualization of women through 
means of capitalism. It crosses racial lines, age demographics, and fields of 
study. Although they didn’t represent the room as a whole, I was surprised by 
the reactions of some audience members sitting near me, mostly male. While art 
often deals with nudity, sexuality, and other topics that sometimes render taboo 
censoring or uncomfortable feelings, audience members are usually trusted to 
respond maturely and look at the work as a whole. Artists hope that the focus and 
lingering impact will not be the one aspect that might have caused reactions some 
weren’t ready to deal with.

During the performance, images were projected onto a screen. While introducing 
the next round of movement, video of vaginal birth was front and center 
proclaiming the birth of a girl, followed by flashes of toddlers in tiaras and 
rap videos using women as props. Operatic renditions of songs such as Khia’s “My 
Neck, My Back,” sung by KEXA and Ann Marie McPhail, played into this idea of 
women as things and fueled the next sequence of dance.

Just as complicated as past beliefs of what it means to be a woman, the current 
day trends and ideologies shown on the screen and on stage proved that men 
are not the only ones to blame for the state of diminished worth. The people 
surrounding the tiny girls in full make-up and spandex outfits were women. The 
recording artists taking advantage of this over-sexed state are women. Not only 
was Mother/Mutha a mockery of stereotypes and the female as an object, it was a 
full commentary of what needs to be changed.

The language of the dance was suggestive, hard hitting, and, in the end, the only 
thing that mattered. The extras, projections, sound, and imagery were the putty 
that held the mixture of elegant lines, extensions, and carnal grinds together. 
With issues like gender roles, racial tensions, and historical grievances, there 
is bound to be a little uneasiness. These are topics that we skirt; we pull the 
veil down and pretend we are all okay. T. Lang successfully merged the old and 
new to form an evening-length work that held its audience’s attention.
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Morrisonian Hope: T. Lang Dance Company Premiers Mother/Mutha

In Inspiration, Worthwhile Viewing on June 9, 2012 at 10:56 pm Written by: Michelle Hite 

On Thursday, I went to The Goat Farm, a visually sumptuous arts center in Atlanta, to take in the premier of my friend T. Lang’s latest 
work Mother/Mutha. I had the great privilege of seeing her dance company working through some of the movements during an early rehearsal 
of the show and I was eager to see the realization of her vision. I had never been to The Goat Farm but I imagined it would be a rather 
intimate, urban spot in some part of the city where I had never been. So I was taken aback when I saw that The Goat Farm was an explicit 
reference. I sent my husband the above picture with a message that said: “There are real, live goats here!” Instead of the cold, dead, 
industrial space that I imagined being lit up by this performance, I started considering the fact of black women dancers in this bucolic 
scene and it immediately put me in mind of Toni Morrison’s Beloved (I know, everything does), particularly the Clearing, where “Baby Suggs 
had danced in sunlight.” Morrison describes Baby Suggs’s Clearing as “a wide-open place cut deep in the woods nobody knew for what at the 
end of a party known only to deer and whoever cleared the land in the first place.” The Goat Farm has an industrial past. It was first a site 
that manufactured cotton gins before making artillery during World War II. During the 1970s, it was used by an industrial engineer who also 
leased space to artists; apparently, the goats were brought in to eat the kudzu. The interplay of the industrial and the pastoral suited a 
performance that engaged black women’s violent, bodily interactions with history and their narratives of recovery.

Unpaved roads lead to Goodson Yard, the warehouse seen in the above photograph. It was a beautiful evening to take in an event in the semi-
outdoors. My phone told me that it was 79 degrees just before the start of the show. There was a wonderful breeze that would occasion past 
that added to the insistence to remain present to this experience. As I waited for the show to begin, I thought about Baby Suggs’s speech in 
the Clearing, her message of recovering, of laying it down, resounded in this setting. Through Baby Suggs, Morrison offers what has got to 
be the greatest speech written in the last fifty years. It is worth quoting at length:

And then she dances.

The five part composition that T. Lang choreographed was deeply rooted in sound: the sound of an auction barker; of a whip; of Bessie Smith; 
of Louis Armstrong; of crying; of wailing; of panting; of words; of silence. The visual range was stunning. The dancers were of varying 
shades of brown and carried that off through bodies of varying, refreshing frames. The masterful blending of the visual and the acoustic 
oftentimes through new technologies excited time. Every moment of the show felt urgent.
It must be an artist’s challenge to render ugliness beautifully. T. Lang’s choreography renders some of this through citing other artists, 
like Kara Walker, who have captured the crudity that black women have met in American life. As Lang’s work shows, for black women, crudity 
resounds like an anthem. But it was striking to me how hopeful the work felt. There was one narrative sequence where one dancer was moved 
like the stone that Sisyphus rolls. Each time she would be set in place, she would move and have to be reset. The dancer doing Sisyphus’s 
work kept an impassive face and I was reminded of Camus:

           “The struggle (…) itself is enough to fill a man’s heart. One must imagine Sisyphus happy.”

I saw Mother/Mutha as an incredibly hopeful work. I saw the dancers always searching, questing for beauty despite the crudity that loops and 
repeats interminably. In the work of dancing, through art, the show seems to suggest, black women reflect the “flesh” work that Baby Suggs 
describes wherein a “you” recovers its own worth–finds its own “model by which to live” –and can be happy.

“Here,” she said, “in this here place, we flesh; flesh that weeps, laughs; flesh that dances on bare feet in grass. 
Love it. Love it hard. Yonder they do not love your flesh. They despise it. They don’t love your eyes; they just as 
soon pick em out. No more do they love the skin on your back. Yonder they flay it. And O my people they do not love 
your hands. Those they only use, tie, bind, chop off and leave empty. Love your hands! Love them. Raise them up and 
kiss them. Touch others with them, pat them together, stroke them on your face ’cause they don’t love that either. 
You got to love it, you! And no, they ain’t in love with your mouth. Yonder, out there, they will see it broken and 
break it again. What you say out of it they will not heed. What you scream from it they do not hear. What you put 
into it to nourish your body they will snatch away and give you leavens instead. No, they don’t love your mouth. You 
got to love it. This is flesh I’m talking about here. Flesh that needs to be loved. Feet that need to rest and to 
dance; backs that need support; shoulders that need arms, strong arms I’m telling you. And O my people, out yonder, 
hear me, they do not love your neck unnoosed and straight. So love your neck; put a hand on it, grace it, stroke it 
and hold it up. And all your inside parts that they’d just as soon slop for hogs, you got to love them. The dark, 
dark liver–love it, love it, and the beat and beating heart, love that too. More than eyes or feet. More than lungs 
that have yet to draw free air. More than your life holding womb and you life-giving private parts, hear me now, 
love your heart. For this is the prize.”
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Choreographer T. Lang takes on the 
mother of them all 

Part of slavery’s buried history comes to 
light in Mother/Mutha
by Andrew Alexander 

This is a story about “motherfucker.”

Spelman professor and choreographer T. Lang 
recently found herself confronted with a 
troubling explanation of the word’s origin.
At a family reunion last summer, Lang’s 
uncle asked a tableful of cousins to share 
their favorite profanities. “We started 
going around and when it got to me I said, 
‘My favorite cuss word is motherfucker.’ 
Everyone was laughing except my uncle,” 
says Lang. “He got this very stern look. He 
told me that the word stems from breeding 
plantations.”

Lang’s uncle explained that certain 
plantations existed in the 18th and 19th 
centuries with the specific purpose of 
breeding slaves valued for their size and 
stature. Blood relations mattered less 
than efficient reproduction, and today some 
people surmise that the word “motherfucker” 
originated as an insulting way to refer to 
slaves forced to break the ultimate taboo 
and reproduce with their own mothers.
The disturbing explanation stayed with 
Lang long after the conversation changed 
course and after the family reunion ended. 
Now when she heard the word in rap songs, 
movies, or on the street, her once-favorite 
curse carried a disturbing connection to 
slavery and the sanctioned rape of African-
American women. “I was thinking. ‘Could 
it be our family came from a breeding 
plantation?’” she says. “I didn’t want 
to know. I was fearful, and I wanted to 
explore that fear.”

Lang digs into that troubling legacy and 
its lingering effects in her latest work, 
Mother/Mutha. The hour-long abstract dance 
performance will have its world premiere at 
the Goat Farm on Thurs., June 7.

Lang began researching breeding plantations 
but only found limited information about 
something that was, by its nature, often 
unspoken and undocumented. “I really had 
to dig,” she says, “and I didn’t find 
much.” She did learn that female slaves 
were usually sold or accounted for with 
references to their ability to produce 
children. Autobiographical narratives by 
former slaves such as Frederick Douglass 
and Harriet Jacobs also contain references 
to rape and forced breeding. In the end, 
Lang turned to the images of contemporary 
African-American visual artist Kara Walker, 
who mixes buried history and imagination in 
her famous cut-out silhouettes depicting 
nightmarish scenes of racially charged 
violence and degradation in the Old South. 
“She scrambles history and fiction and 
fantasy, but she reveals the truth,” says 
Lang. “When you look at these silhouettes, 
she’s talking about the exploitative aspect 
of capitalism, violence, power, control, 
using sex as that weapon.”

The research turned into movement as 
Lang gathered a group of 10 dancers 
willing to commit to the intense project. 
Assembled from a crew of former students 
and professionals she handpicked from the 
Atlanta and New York dance communities, the 
company began working on Mother/Mutha in 
November 2011.

Lang says the choreography emerged 
gradually through a collaborative process. 
“I don’t create on my own,” says Lang. 
“I like to be inspired by the individual 
dancer and what they can share and then 
expose that.”
Lang (the “T” in her stage name stands 
for her given name, Tracy) was born and 
raised in Shorewood, Ill., a suburb on 
Chicago’s southside. She began dancing 
in kindergarten, and made her first self-
produced show in her backyard when she was 
6, creating tickets with her crayons and 
selling them to the neighbors for 25 cents. 
(“I’ve been doing this for a minute,” she 
jokes.)

T. Lang Dance

Story continued on next page...
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“By high school, I knew I was going to dance,” she says. “I didn’t have a backup plan, no plan B, no minor. It was going to be dance.” 
She received her BFA from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, and then went to New York. There she danced with various 
choreographers and companies including Marlies Yearby, Nia Love/Blacksmith’s Daughter Dance Theatre, and the Metropolitan Opera. 
She attended Tisch School of the Arts for graduate school where one professor in particular, renowned choreographer Phyllis Lamhut, 
encouraged her to begin creating and showing her own work.

“She really pushed me to present my work in the city,” Lang says. “I’m thankful that she saw something in me and my work that she 
pushed me — damn near forced me — out there, and I’ve been doing it ever since.” In 2008, Spelman invited her for a guest-artist 
residency, which turned into a tenure-track assistant professorship. Mother/Mutha will be her first major independent professional 
showing of her work in Atlanta outside of 2009’s mixed program One Night Only.

Lang’s dancers in Mother/Mutha come from a variety of backgrounds — hip-hop, ballet, modern — and it shows in the work’s movement. A 
distinctive feature of Lang’s choreography is its ability to allow individual personalities to pop, even when dancers are moving in 
unison. “I think it’s important to be authentic, not machines,” says Lang. “It defeats the purpose of art. It’s important for me to 
see the humans, the authenticity and individuality of each dancer in the work. That’s what draws the eye. ... Seeing them all dance 
together for the first time, there really was something special there, a whisper.”

Creation of the new show involved far more than just dance. Lang shared related artwork, music, and excerpts from her research to get 
the crew thinking about the subject matter. The group also engaged in frequent, often very personal and difficult discussions. The 
studio became a place to learn and ask questions as talks ranged from family and personal histories to color lines within the black 
community — class status, hair, skin color, and height. “It’s the professor in me,” says Lang. “I can’t really take that hat off. ... 
We all have these different stories and family histories, but still there’s a theme of oppression. We learned a lot about ourselves.”

“I did personal research within my own family,” says dancer Debòrah Hughes. “When she gave me 
movement, I was thinking of myself as my family member back then. What was my bloodline thinking when 
they were in this moment? We’re trying to understand the story from these women’s points of view.”
Dancer Nicole Kedaroe also found the subject matter challenging, and the choreography even more so. 
“You kind of have to put yourself in that position and that’s what intimidates me about the work,” 
she says. “But the part I struggle with most is the technique of T. Lang. ... Your whole body is 
invested in this piece. You have to immerse yourself in it. I feel like the content is the least of 
my struggles. I trust T. Lang completely with it.”

In a mixture of ensembles, solos, and duets, the abstract dance performance is meant to create a 
space for the contemplation of black women’s loss of autonomy under slavery and the abuse’s lasting 
traces in contemporary culture. The central section, “Whip It,” begins with a traditional rendition 
of “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen” sung live by Atlanta neo-soul artist Karlyn as the dancers 
fall over and are dragged across the floor. The song gradually becomes a mashup of the national anthem 
and Khia’s “My Neck, My Back,” a provocative play on sexualized images of black women that remain 
prevalent in the media. “We’re still so conditioned to accept these problematic images,” says Lang. 
“It’s referencing this mixture, this lack of awareness in our society. This rhythm, this beat, this 
whip that’s mesmerizing us to not really listen to the messages that are seeping in.”

Lang also asked Spelman colleagues Opal Moore and Michelle Hite, both English professors and poets, to 
contribute poems. “They wrote these beautiful words that question our perception of women,” she says.
As audience members enter, they’ll hear sound designer Lee Blalock’s soundscape of auction noises 
mixed with manipulated readings of Moore and Hite’s texts. Projections of video by Georgia State 
University artists group Open Position will integrate various images and animation throughout the 
work: Vines will slowly grow and intertwine throughout the show to form a whip, while other images 
play off Walker’s silhouettes or show montages of women augmenting their appearance with makeup, 
clothes, or surgery.

Lang says she hopes audiences understand that the new show is not meant to be confrontational or 
accusatory. The group’s hope is to start conversation about a buried chapter of history whose painful 
legacy is perhaps more present than we like to think. “It’s not to make a statement but to put this 
in people’s ear,” says Lang. “I hope people won’t categorize us as ‘That’s just another black female 
company on the soap box.’ That’s not really my intent. I’m trying to open a conversation. ... There 
are some untold truths that we need to speak.”
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T. Lang explores racism, sexism and a certain volatile word in “Mother/Mutha”

June 5, 2012 
By Kathleen Wessel

Tracy Lang, who goes by the more succinct T. Lang, is a self-proclaimed Chicago-born New Yorker turned Atlantan. 
She moved here in 2008 to accept a job in the Department of Drama and Dance at Spelman College, bringing with 
her a unique style of dance movement she calls “urban contemporary” as well as her then two-year-old company, T. 
Lang Dance.

Like Lang herself, urban contemporary is a hybrid of influences and styles: the sharp lines of classical ballet 
and the intricate detail of Merce Cunningham’s style mixed with old and new-school club dance of all kinds. 
(Disclosure: Lang and I are colleagues at Spelman College.)

Despite the steady supply of new trends in club dance, Lang looked to the work of avant-garde choreographers, 
in particular New York’s Tere O’Connor, and decided to create something entirely new, something from her own 
past that inspired her to choreograph a dance that demonstrates how historical perspective gives one very 
profane compound word a completely different context. The result is “Mother/Mutha,” Lang’s most ambitious and 
controversial work to date, to be performed June 7-9 at Goodson Yard at the Goat Farm Arts Center.

The work explores the historical context and social implications of the highly charged (and wildly popular) word 
“motherfucker.” Lang came upon the subject at a family reunion last summer, when her uncle jokingly asked some 
of the younger family members to identify their favorite swear words. Because of its versatility, power and 
intonation, Lang told him that hers is “motherfucker.”
Her uncle’s mood immediately turned serious. “I knew a lecture was coming,” she recalls.

He explained the word’s origins, how certain slave plantations were dedicated to breeding slaves and selling 
them. Plantation owners, he said, would identify a certain type of African — usually based on physical 
attributes that enabled them to work faster and better — and force them to breed, often with their own cousins, 
sisters and even mothers. “That story never left me,” Lang says. “I didn’t want to ask if our family …”

That moment with her uncle, and the powerful emotions and haunting questions it evoked, became the basis for 
“Mother/Mutha.”

Story continued on next page...



“I wanted to look at the endurance, examine the tolerance, if this 
[was] the life you had, the cards you were dealt,” Lang explains. 
“How does it affect generations? Is it a generational curse?” She 
wonders whether it has played a role in our society’s warped view 
of African-American female sexuality or has helped perpetuate the 
objectification, especially in hip-hop culture where the word is 
commonplace, of women. She doesn’t pretend to know the answers, but 
examining the questions through the lens of contemporary dance offers 
a new perspective. “I’m not trying to make a definitive statement,” 
Lang says. “I’m just trying to spark conversation.”

And that’s only the jumping-off point. She goes from there to the 
questions that surround what she calls the “isms”: racism, sexism 
and capitalism. The movement shifts from the exaggerated facial 
expressions and stylized cakewalks of 19th-century minstrel shows to 
the booty shaking of hip-hop videos. The music throws just as many 
surprises. In fact, Lang had to persuade her collaborator, opera 
singer Ann Marie McPhail, to sing a rendition of the national anthem 
with the words replaced by the lyrics to rapper Khia’s raunchy 2002 
hit “My Neck, My Back (Lick It).”

Lang says she explained the meaning of the work to McPhail and the 
dancers and also shared her research, which included a critical 
reading of Harriet Jacobs’ “Incidents in the Life of a Slave 
Girl.”  “I think [they] trusted me wholeheartedly and allowed 
themselves to showcase [the work] without apology,” she says.

But McPhail, Lang says with an appreciative laugh, “had to pray on 
it.”

Despite the volatility of the some of the musical choices, “Mother/
Mutha’s” movement — at times aggressive and calling to mind an uneasy 
sense of voyeurism — remains accessible. At a recent rehearsal, 
six women stand in the studio quivering, their hips and buttocks 
vibrating at seemingly impossible speeds. A dancer says “go!” and 
they all spring into action, slapping their bodies and whipping their 
legs through the air like ballerinas hell-bent on breaking every rule 
in the book. With pelvises thrust out, they grab at their thighs and 
wag their fingers as if to say, “Don’t even think about it.”

“Any time you see a tremor or a shake or a pop or a drop, it’s not 
what you see at the club,” Lang says. “It’s missing that other part: 
men putting their hands on [women] and forcing them into those 
positions.” By choreographing her all-female, mostly black cast 
into somewhat compromising positions but taking out the element of 
oppression, Lang hopes to empower them and to call stereotypes and 
assumptions into question.

The conversation begins on stage, with the dancers’ arms darting 
toward one another in an exaggerated, gestural discussion, and 
continues, Lang hopes, long after the audience has departed. “We’ll 
have this conversation until the end of time.”

T. Lang Dance
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T. Lang’s New ‘Mother/Mutha’ Has an Unsettling Genesis

June 5, 2012 

In the pantheon of expletives, “motherfucker” has always had a certain cachet, 
due probably to the rhythm of its four syllables, or maybe the fact that in 
certain circumstances, it doesn’t sound much like an insult at all. Which is not 
to suggest that anyone go around tossing it into the air willy-nilly, because 
people will either think you have Tourette syndrome and be afraid of you, or 
they will take umbrage and hurl things at you, and if you say it to N.W.A., they 
will shoot you with a shotgun. No matter what, your chances of making it home 
unscathed will diminish. Although if the explanation that T. Lang’s uncle laid 
on her last year is true – that it derives from the breeding plantations that 
existed in the slave years, places that existed solely to breed specific slaves 
with other specific slaves and gave not a damn about such things as incest, and 
I’m sure you can see where this is going – then maybe we should all stop using 
it completely, because that’s dark and ugly even for the slave years. Lang, 
though, has transmuted this unfortunate knowledge into a new abstract dance 
piece, Mother/Mutha, which will premiere at the Goat Farm on Thursday.
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Atlanta Choreographer T.Lang Pushes the Envelope with “Mother/ Mutha”

By Aisha M. Toussaint — June 12, 2012

On Thursday June 7th, 2012, Atlanta Tastemaker Magazine attended the thought-
provoking dance performance “Mother/ Mutha” by T. Lang held at the Goat Farm 
Arts Center in Atlanta.

The room was filled a multi-cultural audience, all intrigued by the story 
Atlanta-based choreographer T. Lang was about to unveil. An ensemble of 10 
female dancers told the story of the orgin of the word “motherfucker” a word 
that has been traced back to black women being forced against their will to 
breed slaves, most times within their own family.

Through movement, Lang was able to tackle issues such as racism, capitalism 
sexism and sexuality. Through every pulsating beat and body thrust you could 
feel the pain that one word dated back to slavery has caused on a society.

Lang says the purpose of Mother/Mutha was to spark a conversation.

During one point of the performance, a voice-over said, “How could you forget 
that this is someone’s child, that they have a mother?”

“My purpose behind this project was to spark a conversation that 
would reveal misrepresentations, concealed facts and exploitation of 
capitalism in American history, said Lang. The story I’ve created 
through Mother/Mutha examines the origin of objectifying African-
American women, which is seldom acknowledged so vividly and honestly. 
Much of today’s African-America culture is reflective of that time and 
most people aren’t even aware of it.”


